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We analyze tests of electron flavor conservation that can be performed at the Sudbury Neutrino Observator
~SNO!. These tests, which utilize8B solar neutrinos interacting with deuterium, measure~1! the shape of the
recoil electron spectrum in charged-current~CC! interactions~the CC spectrum shape!, and~2! the ratio of the
number of charged-current to neutral current~NC! events~the CC/NC ratio!. We determine standard model
predictions for the CC spectral shape and for the CC/NC ratio, together with realistic estimates of their errors
and the correlations between errors. We consider systematic uncertainties in the standard neutrino spectru
and in the charged-current and neutral current cross sections, the SNO energy resolution and absolute ener
scale, and the SNO detection efficiencies. Assuming that either matter-enhanced or vacuum neutrino oscilla
tions solve the solar neutrino problems, we calculate the confidence levels with which electron flavor noncon-
servation can be detected using either the CC spectrum shape or the CC/NC ratio, or both. If the SNO detecto
works as expected, the neutrino oscillation solutions that best fit the results of the four operating solar neutrino
experiments can be distinguished unambiguously from the standard predictions of electron flavor conservation
@S0556-2821~96!00221-4#

PACS number~s!: 11.30.Fs, 12.60.2i, 13.15.1g, 26.65.1t
I. INTRODUCTION

We assess quantitatively the possibility of detecting ele
tron flavor nonconservation using8B solar neutrino interac-
tions in deuterium at the Sudbury Neutrino Observato
~SNO! @1#. The separate conservation of the lepton~electron,
muon,t) flavors is a well-known ingredient of the standar
electroweak model@2# and of some of its extensions.

Figures 7 and 8~and Tables I and II! summarize the
power of the SNO experiment to find new physics. We ur
the reader to look at these two summary figures~and tables!
before descending into the necessary details, which are
lyzed in this paper.

Solar neutrinos offer a unique possibility to dete
electron-flavor-nonconserving processes. In solar neutr
experiments, a pure beam of electron neutrinos is create
the interior of the Sun, passing through 1011 g cm22 of mat-
ter and eventually reaching a terrestrial detector located
distance of 108 km from the Sun. The tests discussed in th
paper are independent of solar models and are made pos
by the fact that low energy~MeV! nuclear fusion reactions
produce only electron-type neutrinos. For neutrino squa
mass differences less than 1024 eV2, the solar neutrino tests
are more sensitive than laboratory tests@3# of lepton-flavor
conservation.

We consider measurements of~1! the energy spectrum of
recoil electrons in charged-current~absorption! reactions@4#,
~2! the ratio of the number of charged-to-neutral curre
events @5#, and ~3! the combined measurement of th
charged-current energy spectrum and the charged-to-ne
current ratio. The shape measurement is sensitive to
energy-dependent depletion of the created flux of electr
flavor neutrinos, and the neutral current to charged curr
5421/96/54~9!/5417~17!/$10.00
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comparison is sensitive to a nonzero conversion probability
to a different~active! neutrino.

How can we test lepton-flavor conservation with solar
neutrinos? The energy spectrum of8B neutrinos is the same
in the laboratory and in the Sun, modulo negligible~gravita-
tional redshift! corrections;1025 @4#. Fortunately, the spec-
trum l(En) can be determined with relatively small uncer-
tainties from laboratory data on the8B(b1)8Be(2a) decay
chain @6#. The measurement of the electron spectrum pro-
duced by neutrino absorption is, therefore, a test for new
physics independent of complications related to solar phys-
ics. The ratio of neutral current to charged-current events is
also independent of uncertainties that affect the calculation
of the total flux.1 All of the observed solar neutrinos must be
of the electron-type unless the separate conservation of elec-
tron flavor is violated.

Neutrino oscillations are used in this paper to illustrate the
potential effects of flavor transitions, but the considerations
described here can be applied to other proposed electron-
flavor-nonconserving mechanisms, such as neutrino decay
@7,8#, nonstandard electromagnetic properties@9–11#, neu-
trino violation of the equivalence principle@12#, and super-
symmetric flavor-changing neutral currents@13,14#. Many of
the key papers and other relevant references are reprinted in
@15#.

Will the measurements with SNO be sensitive enough to
prove, if it is present, that new neutrino physics is occurring?
Will the uncertainties~systematic and statistical! be suffi-

1The calculated total flux of8B neutrinos at the Earth~all flavors!
depends on solar physics and on the extrapolated low-energy cross
section for the reaction7Be(p,g)8B.
5417 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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5418 54JOHN N. BAHCALL AND ELIGIO LISI
ciently small to identify electron-flavor nonconservation if
occurs as previously suggested? The answer is ‘‘yes, if SN
performs as expected’’@1#.

The SNO Collaboration is completing the construction
a 1000 ton deuterium detector in the Creighton Min
~Walden, Canada! @16#. The detector will measure the rate
of the charged-~CC! and neutral~NC! current reactions in-
duced by solar neutrinos in deuterium:

ne1d→p1p1e2 ~CC absorption!, ~1!

nx1d→p1n1nx ~NC dissociation!, ~2!

including the determination of the electron recoil energy
Eq. ~1!. Only the more energetic8B solar neutrinos will be
detected2 since the expected SNO threshold for CC events
an electron kinetic energy of about 5 MeV and the physic
threshold for NC dissociation is the binding energy of th
deuteron,Eb52.225 MeV.

Neglecting all systematic uncertainties, some previous a
thors@1,18–20# have considered how well the tests of flavo
conservation by SNO can discriminate between new neutr
physics scenarios and standard model expectations. The m
explicit discussions are given in@19# and@20#, which consti-
tute especially good introductions to the subject. We evalu
the effects of systematic uncertainties, theoretical and exp
mental, on the discriminatory power of the SNO tests f
new physics. We consider uncertainties related to the lab
ratory shape of the neutrino energy spectrum, the calcula
cross sections for charged-current and neutral current re
tions with deuterium, the energy calibration and resolutio
detection efficiencies, and the CC detection threshold of t
SNO detector.

The primary goal of this paper is to refine the best es
mates and uncertainties for the theoretical ingredients t
will determine how powerfully SNO will test electron flavor
conservation. In addition, we carry out a preliminary overa
estimate of the sensitivity of the detector to different types
oscillation phenomena, including realistic estimates of t

2The contribution of3He1p ~hep! neutrinos@17# is negligible
and will be discussed in Sec. II A.

TABLE I. The percentage 1s errors from different ingredients
that affect the standard predictions,^Te&57.658 MeV and
RCC/RNC51.882. The numbers given are forNCC55000 events
above threshold (Tmin55 MeV!, andeCC51, eNC50.5. Uncertain-
ties due to the backgrounds are neglected. The approximate can
lation of the correlation of the total errors may not be as strong f
the actual SNO error budget.

Error component s(^Te&) ~%! s(RCC/RNC) ~%! Correlation

Neutrino spectrum 0.38 0.43 11

Cross section 0.14 0.53 ;0

Statistics 0.33 3.09 0

Energy resolution 0.31 0.47 21

Energy scale 0.68 1.81 11

Efficiency ;0 2.00 ;0

Total 0.91 4.18 0.32
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experimental characteristics and their uncertainties. The va
ous backgrounds@1# will not be known until after the detec-
tor is operating and are not included here.

Our analysis is not a substitute for the detailed Monte
Carlo simulations of the operating detector which will be
performed by the SNO team. The discriminatory power o
the detector will be established definitively by the simula
tions to be performed by the SNO collaboration, which will
include all the theoretical ingredients discussed here, the d
tector elements that we highlight, and other aspects of th
detector~such as the backgrounds! that will be determined
during the operation of the experiment. Our calculations can
however, be a useful guide as to what is likely to be possib
and what uncertainties are most important to try to reduc
We note that the SNO Collaboration has been working for
number of years to develop the detector and calibration tec
niques in ways that will minimize the experimental uncer-
tainties.

We shall show that the recognized systematic uncertain
ties permit the observation of new physics at SNO, but th
systematic errors may well dominate the total uncertaintie
after a relatively short exposure (;1 yr! to solar neutrinos.
Our analysis can be extended easily to include addition
sources of uncertainties.

We concentrate here on the most direct tests for ne
physics, which involve the shape of the neutrino spectrum
and the charged-current to neutral current ratio. If SNO doe
find evidence for new physics, the next step will be to dis
criminate among competing models of new physics. Impor
tant information will be provided by the time dependence o
the observed solar neutrino signal~day-night and seasonal
variations! @1#. We do not address questions related to th
time dependence in this paper.

The SNO Collaboration plans an overall test of the detec
tor by measuring the energy spectrum of an intense8Li
b-decay source to be placed in the SNO detector@21#. We
include in Appendix A our determination, using the best
available data, of the8Li( b) spectrum, together with its es-
timated uncertainties. We also discuss some possible stra
gies for the8Li test.

This paper has the following structure. In Sec. II, we de
scribe the neutrino-related ingredients of our calculation: th
8B neutrino energy spectrum, and the charged- and neutr
current neutrino cross sections for deuterium. In Sec. III, w
discuss the detector-related ingredients: the energy reso
tion, the absolute energy scale, the detection efficiencies, a
the CC energy threshold. We use in Sec. IV the neutrino
related and the detector-related ingredients to calculate t
flavor-conserving expectations for the shape of the CC ele
tron recoil energy spectrum and the CC/NC event ratio; w
include realistic estimates of the likely uncertainties and th
correlations among the uncertainties. In Sec. V, we calcula
the effects upon measurable quantities of representative ne
trino oscillation scenarios, and assess quantitatively the st
tistical significance with which new physics might be ob-
served. We summarize our work in Sec. VI. Appendix A
presents a calculation and discussion of the8Li( b) spectrum
and its use as a test of the overall performance of the dete
tor. Appendix B discusses the extent to which the averag

cel-
or
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TABLE II. Deviations of ^Te& andRCC/RNC from the standard model~electron flavor-conserved! pre-
dictions. The results are shown for representative neutrino oscillation scenarios in units of standard deviations
(s). In the last two columns, the combinedx2 for the CC-shape and CC/NC ratio tests is calculated with and
without the correlation of the total errors (r50.32), and the deviation is given as: Dev(s)5Ax2. Uncer-
tainties due to the backgrounds are neglected.

CC-shape test CC/NC test Combined tests

^Te& ~MeV! RCC/RNC r50.22 r50

Scenario Acronym Value Dev(s) Value Dev(s) Dev(s) Dev(s)

Standard STD 7.658 — 1.882 — — —

Small mixing angle~MSW! SMA 7.875 3.1 0.639 15.7 17.9 16.0

Large mixing angle~MSW! LMA 7.654 0.0 0.422 18.5 19.5 18.5

Vacuum oscillations VAC 8.361 10.0 0.411 18.6 25.1 21.1
,

value of the electron recoil energy is a good estimator
possible deviations from the CC shape expected in the
sence of flavor violations.

II. NEUTRINO-RELATED INGREDIENTS

In this section, we discuss the neutrino-related ingredie
of the analysis that have appreciable, recognized uncerta
ties. These ingredients are: the8B neutrino spectrum~Sec.
II A !, the charged-current absorption cross section~Sec.
II B !, and the neutral current dissociation cross section~Sec.
II C!. We discuss the detector-related ingredients in the f
lowing section.

A. 8B neutrino spectrum

The only component of the solar neutrino spectrum@17#
that is important for the SNO experiment is the8B spectrum
l(En). A derivation of the best-estimate8B spectrum,
l(En), along with the maximally allowed deviations
l6(En) (63 effective standard deviations away from th
best-estimated spectrum! is presented in Ref.@6#.

The 8B neutrinos are produced in the decay8B(b)8Be
followed by 8Be(2a) disintegration. The broad8Be inter-
mediate state is responsible for important deviations of t
neutrino spectruml from the usually allowed shape. The
population of the8Be state is determined experimentally b
measuring the delayeda-decay spectrum. The absolute en
ergy calibration of the measureda spectrum is the main
systematic error.

For the calculation of the8B neutrino spectrum, the ex-
perimental and theoretical uncertainties can be included@6#
in a single effectivea-energy offsetb: Ea→Ea1b. The
independently measured positron spectrum in8B(b) decay
@22# provides a fundamental additional constraint that w
used in@6# to choose a ‘‘best’’ referencea spectrum@23#
and to bound its offset:b50.02560.104 MeV (63s uncer-
tainties!. An ‘‘infinitely precise’’ measurement of the
8B(b) positron spectrum could reduce the effective63s
range ofb to 60.075 MeV, where 0.075 MeV is the residua
theoretical uncertainty. The uncertainties of the8B neutrino
spectrum would be reduced in the same ratio. Since the
certainties in the neutrino spectrum are a significant sou
of errors for the CC-shape test with SNO, a reduction of t
allowed range ofb through more precise measurements
of
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the 8B positron spectrum would be useful.
The hep neutrinos@17# have a maximum energy of 18.8

MeV and could also, in principle, contribute to the neutrino
spectrum observed by SNO. The calculated total flux of hep
neutrinos is uncertain by a factor of about 6@24# because of
theoretical difficulties in estimating the low-energy produc-
tion cross section. Using the nominal valuefhep
5131013 cm22 s21 given in @25#, we estimate that hep
neutrinos contribute less than 0.07% of either the total NC or
CC event rates. Therefore, hep neutrinos can be neglected in
calculating the CC/NC ratio. Moreover, we have verified that
the hep contribution to the high-energy tail of the spectrum is
much smaller than the shape uncertainties estimated below in
Sec. IV A.

B. Charged current nd cross section

The cross section for the charged-current reaction~1! has
been calculated a number of times in the last 30 years, since
the original proposal by Jenkins@26# to use charged-current
capture on deuterium to measure the8B solar neutrino flux.
Kubodera and Nozawa@27# have recently presented an in-
sightful and thorough summary of the calculations of both
the charged-current and the neutral current cross sections. In
this subsection, we assess the reliability of the theoretical
calculations of the total and the differential CC cross section.
We establish the robustness of the calculated cross sections
which is exemplified by the excellent agreement between the
simple effective range calculations and the more sophisti-
cated treatments. In addition, we stress the importance, for
determining the shape of the electron spectrum, of including
the final state interactions among the protons. We discuss the
neutral current cross section in the following subsection.

The kinematics of reaction~1! leads to the following ex-
pression@28# for the neutrino energyEn :

En5Q1Te1
P2

mp
1

~pe2pn!2

4mp
, ~3!

wherepn is the neutrino three-momentum,Te andpe are the
electron kinetic energy and three-momentum,P, is the rela-
tive momentum of the protons in the proton center-of-mass
system~c.m.s.! and the thresholdQ51.442 MeV. The third
term describes the kinetic energies of the two protons in the
proton c.m.s. and is an important contribution to the energy
balance. The fourth~last! term in Eq.~3! describes the small
recoil energy of the two-proton center-of-mass system.
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The charged-current absorption, reaction~1!, is described
by the well-known electroweak Hamiltonian and by the le
well-known nuclear physics effects that can be treated
various levels of approximation. A neutrino energy of 1
MeV corresponds in natural units to (20 fm)21. Therefore,
we expect that the details of deuteron nuclear physics w
play only a minor role. This expectation is confirmed b
comparing thes-wave calculations performed in the 1960
by Kelly and Überall @29# and by Ellis and Bahcall@30#
using Bethe’s effective range approximation@31# with the
recent sophisticated calculations by Ying, Haxton, and He
ley @32# and by Kubodera and collaborators@33,27#. The
recent calculations include higher partial waves, relativis
effects, forbidden matrix elements, and exchange current

Figure 1~a! shows the excellent agreement between t
effective-range calculations and the more sophisticated tr
ments. In the figure, three independent estimates of the t
CC cross section are compared: Ellis-Bahcall~EB! @30#,
Kubodera-Nozawa~KN! @27#, and Ying-Haxton-Henley
~YHH! @32#. The main difference between the calculate
cross sections of KN and YHH is an energy-independe
normalization factor~about;6% uncertainty, as also esti
mated in@27#!. The EB normalization shows a slight energ
dependence, that amounts to an;4% additional variation
over the important energy range of 5 MeV–10 MeV. Figu
1~b! ~referring to the neutral current cross section! will be
discussed in Sec. II C.

When quoting the Ellis-Bahcall cross section@30#, we use
a slightly improved calculation of the differential CC cros

FIG. 1. ~a! Total CC cross section as calculated by Kubode
and Nozawa~KN!, Ying, Haxton, and Henley~YHH!, and Ellis and
Bahcall~EB!, slightly improved.~b! Total NC cross section as cal
culated by Kubodera and Nozawa~KN!, and Ying, Haxton, and
Henley ~YHH!.
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section in which we include the previously neglectedp-p
c.m.s. recoil term@the fourth term in Eq.~3!#. We have also
used the more recent choices of parameters of the effective
range approximation given in Ref.@34#, in order to obtain
our best estimate of the differential cross section
dsCC(En ,Te ,cosu)/dTed cosu for any given value ofEn ,
Te , and of the electron scattering angleu.

Figure 2 shows the results of the improved Ellis-Bahcall
calculation of the normalized differential cross section
sCC

21dsCC/dTed cosu ~dotted line! as a function of the di-
mensionless variableTe /(En2Q), for representative values
of En andu. The Kubodera-Nozawa results appear as a solid
line in the same figure.3

The close agreement between the EB and KN normalize
recoil electron spectra is striking. The angular dependenc
calculated using the effective range and the Hamiltonian ap
proximations are essentially identical. On the basis of Fig. 2
we conclude that the uncertainties associated with th
(Te ,u) shape of the normalized differential cross section for
the reaction~1! are much smaller than other recognized un-
certainties. In practice, we parametrize the reference cros
sections EB, KN, and YHH in the form

3The extensive numerical tables of the differential charged-curren
cross section calculated by Kubodera and Nozawa in@27# are not
published. We thank the SNO Collaboration for providing us with a
computer-readable copy of these tables.

ra

-
FIG. 2. Comparison of the CC differential cross section at vari-

ous energies and scattering angles. Solid: Kubodera and Nozaw
@27#. Dotted: Ellis and Bahcall@30#, slightly improved.
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FdsCC~En ,Te ,cosu!

dTed cosu G
X

5sCC
X ~En!F 1

sCC~En!

dsCC~En ,Te ,cosu!

dTed cosu G
EB

, ~4!

for X5KN, YHH. The differences between the EB, KN, an
YHH cross sections are embedded in a multiplicative fact
that depends exclusively onEn and not on the angular dis-
tribution.

Contrary to what is sometimes assumed in the literatu
~see, e.g.,@19,35#!, the electron spectra in Fig. 2, althoug
peaked, cannot be approximated well by delta functions
the electron energy. In other words, there is not a one-to-o
relation between the incoming neutrino’s energy and the e
ergy of the electron that is produced. The final state in t
charged-current reaction cannot be approximated by a p
two-body state. Even as early as the seminal Kelly-U¨ berall
calculation@29#, it was noted that the attractive1S p-p in-
teraction is not sufficient to bind the protons as an effecti
single particle, because of the presence of the repulsive C
lomb force. The two-body approximation would be equiva
lent to omitting the third and fourth terms in Eq.~3!. Remov-
ing only the fourth~the smallest! recoil term in Eq.~3! would
cause the dotted cross sections in Fig. 2 to be systematic
peaked at slightly higher electron energies~about12% at
En512 MeV!. The excellent agreement between our im
proved Ellis-Bahcall calculation and the Kubodera-Nozaw
differential cross sections would be spoiled by omitting eve
this smallest term.

C. Neutral current nd cross section

We use the recent calculations of the neutral current cro
sections~averaged over final states!, sNC(En), by Kubodera
and Nozawa~KN! @27#, and by Ying, Haxton, and Henley
~YHH! @32#. Only the total rate for reaction~2!, not the dif-
ferential production rate as a function of energy, will be me
sured by SNO. However, the energy dependence of the cr
section for the neutral current reaction is relevant for th
SNO experiment, since the calculated differential cross s
tion will be used in the SNO Monte Carlo simulations t
model the production, and subsequent detection, of the n
trons produced by the neutral current reaction.

Figure 1~b! compares the KN and YHH neutral curren
cross sections as a function of neutrino energy. The diffe
ence is;6%, about the same magnitude and in the sam
direction as for the charged-current cross section. There i
small residual energy dependence belowEn.6 MeV. The
difference shown in Fig. 1~b! between the theoretical calcu
lations is consistent with the theoretical error of610% that
was estimated by Bahcall, Kubodera, and Nozawa@36# from
various contributions ~the impulse approximation, the
nucleon-nucleon potential, meson exchange currents,
higher partial waves!.

The best estimate~and 1s uncertainty! for the neutral
current cross section averaged over the8B neutrino spectrum
is

^s~8B!&50.478~160.06!310242 cm2. ~5!
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We have chosen in Eq.~5! the 1s error of 6% to reflect
the difference between the KN and YHH calculations. The
standard solar model@25# prediction for the neutral current
event rate due to8B neutrinos is

^fs&53.220.5
10.6SNU, ~6!

where the quoted 1s error in Eq.~6! combines quadratically
the uncertainties in the solar model prediction, the8B neu-
trino spectrum, and the neutral current cross section. Th
uncertainties in the solar model calculation dominate the er
ror estimate. The event rate SNU is defined@37# as 10236

interactions per target atom~deuterium atom! per second.
In the calculation of the CC/NC rate, the~already-small!

theoretical cross section errors largely cancel and, therefor
do not affect significantly the ratio. As a default choice, we
use the KN neutral current cross section in our calculations
The YHH cross section is used for comparison and to evalu
ate the theoretical uncertainties.

III. DETECTOR-RELATED INGREDIENTS

In this section, we discuss the detector-related ingredient
of the analysis: the energy resolution, the absolute energ
scale, the detector efficiencies, and the energy threshold fo
detecting CC events. Accurate determinations of all of thes
experimental quantities, and their associated uncertaintie
are significant for the success of the SNO experiment.

A. Energy resolution

The measured electron kinetic energyTe , determined by
SNO with the Cherenkov technique, will be distributed
around thetrue energyTe8 with a width established by the
photon statistics.

The resolution functionR(Te8 ,Te) is expected to be well
approximated by a normalized Gaussian:

R~Te8 ,Te!5
1

s~Te8!A2p
expF2

~Te82Te!
2

2s~Te8!2 G ~7!

with an energy-dependent 1s width s(Te8) given by@17,38#

s~Te8!5s10A Te8

10 MeV
, ~8!

wheres10 is the resolution width atTe8510 MeV. A plau-
sible estimate of the parameters10 is 1.1 MeV (s1051.8
MeV for Kamiokande, see@38#!, ands10 itself may be un-
certain by 10% @39#. We will use in what follows
s1051.160.11 MeV (1s errors! as an illustrative estimate.

In Fig. 3, solid line, we anticipate the results of our best
estimate of the standard shape of the electron energy spe
trum ~see Sec. IV!. The dotted line in Fig. 3 represents the
same spectrum without the inclusion of the energy resolu
tion. The area under the curve is normalized to unity in both
cases.
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B. The absolute energy scale

What is the absolute accuracy of the SNO energy sca
How precisely will the average SNO energy measurem
correspond to the true electron energy?

The energy resolution function of the previous secti
describes how the measured kinetic energyTe is distributed
around the true energyTe8 , assuming that the centroid of th
distribution,Te,ave, coincides withTe8 . The calibration of the
energy scale will be performed with a series ofg-ray
sources, the most important of which are monoenergetic. T
primary energy calibration source will be the 6.130 MeVg
ray from the decay of the first 32 excited state in16O. We
define the systematic error in the absolute energy calibrat
d, by the relation

d[Te,ave2Te8 . ~9!

A reasonable 1s estimate@39# of d is

d56100 keVS Te8

10 MeVD
a

, 0<a<1, ~10!

which corresponds to a61% error at 10 MeV. For compari-
son, the Kamiokande Collaboration achieved@38# a 63%
energy scale error.

The casea50 (a51) would correspond to an energy
independent scale shift~scale factor!. The intermediate case
a5 1

2 would apply to a scale uncertainty dominated by t
width of calibration lines~error}ATe8).

In general, the phenomenological parametera will de-
pend both on the physical sources of the scale uncertain

FIG. 3. The normalized electron spectrum, with and witho
inclusion of the energy resolution function.
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and on the calibration technique. It may even remain an un
known parameter after calibration. However, as we will see,
the energy-scale-induced uncertainties of the SNO observ
ables depend only mildly ona. The worst case appears to be
a50 ~i.e., a uniform energy bias!, which we adopt for a
conservative estimate of the errors.

In practice, we introduce the energy-scale-shiftd by
modifying the energy-resolution function@Eq. ~7!# with the
replacement

R~Te8 ,Te!→R~Te81d,Te! ~11!

andd given by Eq.~10!. The reader can verify that the trans-
formation given in Eq.~11! is an appropriate representation
of the energy-calibration uncertainty by writing the total rate
for the process under consideration as a triple integral ove
the neutrino energy (En), the true electron recoil energy
(Te8), and the measured electron recoil energy (Te , between
a specified minimum and maximum value!.

C. Detection efficiencies

The detection efficiencies,eCC and eNC, for detecting
charged- and neutral current events, will be measured with
calibration experiments at SNO along with their uncertain-
ties, s(eCC) and s(eNC). The calibration experiments will
also measure possible variations of the CC efficiency with
the ~true! electron recoil energy,eCC5eCC(Te8), which can,
in principle, affect the CC-shape measurements. If the ex-
periments work as expected@40#, thens(eCC),s(eNC) and

s~eNC!.2% ~1s!. ~12!

In Sec. IV, we shall include the efficiencieseCC(Te8) and
eNC in the general expressions for the predicted quantities
As default values, we will assume thateCC(Te) is constant
and equal to 1, and thateNC50.5060.01 (1s error!. It will
be shown in Sec. IV C that plausible energy variations of
eCC induce deviations in the CC spectrum that are much
smaller than other sources of error.

In any event, aftereCC(Te8) andeNC are measured in the
SNO detector, their effects on the predictions, and their un-
certainties, can be included easily using the formalism given
here.

D. Threshold energy

The measured kinetic energy thresholdTmin for counting
charged-current events is expected to be fixed around 5 MeV
@1#. Below ;5 MeV, the signal-to-background ratio is ex-
pected to decrease very rapidly. In principle, one would like
to have the threshold as low as possible in order to increas
the number of events that are detected for a given exposur
and in order to observe more of the curvature of the spectrum
at lower energies~cf. Fig. 3!. The actual background level in
the operating SNO detector will determine how low the en-
ergy threshold may be set. In Sec. V C, we will show that the
discriminatory power of the experiment is not very sensitive
to the actual threshold level as long as the threshold is in the
vicinity (61 MeV! of the nominal value,Tmin55 MeV.
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IV. STANDARD NEUTRINO PHYSICS AT SNO

In this section, we calculate the standard predictions, a
their associated uncertainties, for the shape of the CC el
tron recoil energy spectrum and the ratio of total number
CC events to NC events. We assume standard neutrino pr
erties~lepton flavor conservation and zero neutrino masse!
and the ingredients discussed in the previous sections~Secs.
II and III!. We adopt the Kubodera-Nozawa~KN! neutrino
interaction cross sections as ‘‘standard,’’ since they are t
most recent and complete for both the charged- and the n
tral current reactions. In particular, we evaluate the stand
CC differential cross section as indicated by Eq.~4! with
X5KN, i.e., with absolute normalizations given by th
Kubodera-Nozawa@27# calculations and relative differential
cross sections given by the Ellis-Bahcall@30# calculation.

The shape of the recoil electron energy spectrum is giv
by the normalized distribution of charged-current even
(NCC) as a function of the measured kinetic energyTe :

1

NCC

dNCC

dTe

5

E dEnl~En!*dTe8
dsCC

dTe8
R~Te8 ,Te!eCC~Te8!

E
Tmin

dTeE dEnl~En!E dTe8
dsCC

dTe8
R~Te8 ,Te!eCC~Te8!

,

~13!

where Tmin is threshold for the measured electron kinet
energy andeCC(Te8) is the efficiency for detecting an electron
of true energy Te8 . The energy-resolution function
R(Te8 ,Te) is given by Eq.~7!, with an allowance for an
energy-scale shift@Eqs. ~10! and ~11!#. The CC differential
cross sectiondsCC/dTe8 is implicitly integrated over the en-
tire solid angle since events will be detected for all electro
recoil angles.

The ratio of charged- to neutral-current events may
written

NCC

NNC

5

E Tmin
dTeE dEnl~En!E dTe8

dsCC

dTe8
R~Te8 ,Te!eCC~Te8!

eNCE dEnl~En!sNC~En!

,

~14!

whereeNC is the overall efficiency of neutral current even
detection.

It is necessary to adopt specific values for the efficienc
eCC andeNC in order to evaluate the relativenumberof CC
and NC events and thus the statistical errors. We adopt pl
sible default values,eCC51 andeNC50.50. However, after
calculating the statistical and efficiency errors, we prefer
convert the results to, and to quote, an essentially efficien
independent CC/NC ratio,RCC/RNC, defined as
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5

eNC
eCC

NCC

NNC
. ~15!

In writing Eq. ~15!, we have assumed thateCC is equal to a
constant, which turns out to be a good approximation.

A. Standard model predictions for the CC spectrum shape

What effects do the different uncertainties have on the
shape of the electron energy spectrum? Figure 4 answers th
question by showing the standard spectrum~solid line! and
the effective 3s-shape errors~dashed lines! due to neutrino-
related and to detector-related uncertainties. We postpone t
discussion of the sensitivity of the results to the assumed C
threshold energy to Sec. V C~see especially Tables III and
IV !.

The dominant neutrino-related uncertainties are due to th
8B neutrino energy spectruml(En) @Fig. 4~a!#. The theoreti-
cal CC cross section uncertainties are very small; Fig 4~b!
shows the ‘‘greatest’’ deviation, induced by the use of the
EB instead of the KN cross sections.

The detector-related uncertainties are due to statistic
@Fig. 4~c!#, energy resolution@Fig. 4~d!#, and energy scale
@Figs. 4~e! and 4~f!#. The statistical errors bars in Fig. 4~c!
refer to a hypothetical sample of 5000 CC events collecte
above threshold and divided in ten bins. In Fig. 4~d!, the

FIG. 4. Three standard deviation departures from the standar
electron spectrum~solid line! due to neutrino-related and detector-
related errors.
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TABLE III. The dependence of̂Te&, RCC/RNC , and of their errors, on the threshold energy,Tmin . The
correlation of errors is given in the last column. The results shown assume 5000 CC events collected abo
threshold. Uncertainties due to the backgrounds are neglected. The acronyms for the scenarios~STD, SMA,
LMA, VAC ! are the same as in Table II.

Tmin Average energŷTe& ~MeV! CC/NC ratio,RCC/RNC Correlation
~MeV! STD61s SMA LMA VAC STD61s SMA LMA VAC r

4.0 7.23460.079 7.533 7.228 8.101 2.17760.088 0.712 0.489 0.440 0.23
5.0 7.65860.070 7.875 7.654 8.361 1.88260.079 0.639 0.422 0.411 0.32
6.0 8.18760.063 8.337 8.184 8.678 1.50960.067 0.534 0.338 0.369 0.43
7.0 8.79860.058 8.897 8.796 9.110 1.10760.056 0.409 0.248 0.307 0.52
l-
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e
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o

dotted curves have been obtained by using energy-resolu
widths s1051.160.33 MeV (63s errors, see Sec. III A!.
The last two subplots of Fig. 4 show the effect of the abs
lute scale uncertainty, witha50 or a51 ~see Sec. III B!.
The two cases are almost indistinguishable. We adopt in
following the valuea50, since it gives slightly more con-
servative error estimates.

Notice that, fora50, the energy calibration errord cor-
responds to a rigid horizontal shift of the specrum:T→T
1d. However, the area below the shifted spectrum must
renormalized to 1. As a result, theslopesof the shifted and
standard spectra are different@see Fig. 4~e!#. The difference
in slope is proportional tod.

Figure 4 shows that the systematic errors due to t
adopted uncertainties in the energy scale, in the resolut
width, and in the8B neutrino spectrum are at least as impo
tant as the statistical errors, with the additional complicatio
that the nonstatistical errors are correlated point by poi
The correlations of the uncertainties imply that the analys
of a realistic spectrum divided inN bins could become rather
cumbersome, requiring consideration of anN3N covariance
matrix with large off-diagonal elements for the usualx2 sta-
tistics. Moreover, thex2 test is not powerful when bins are
affected by significant systematic errors, since the addition
information embedded in sequences of equal-sign deviatio
~typically, all positive or all negative in one half of the spec
trum, as in Fig. 4! is lost.

The simplest quantity that characterizes a generic elect
spectrum, while avoiding the use of bins, is the avera
value of the measured recoil energy^Te& ~see also@19,20#!.4

The basic question then becomes ‘‘Can SNO detect sign
cant deviations of̂Te&measuredfrom ^Te&standard?’’

We evaluatê Te& with the aid of Eq.~13! by using the
definition

^Te&[E
Tmin

dTeTe
1

NCC

dNCC

dTe
. ~16!

We determine the effects of uncertainties in different in
gredients by carrying out the integration indicated in Eq.~16!
with different assumptions. For example, we estimate t
1s uncertainty associated with the neutrino spectrum

4For a discussion of the extent to which the average electron rec
energy is a good estimator of the deviations from the expec
shape in the absence of electron flavor violation, see Appendix
and Ref.@41#.
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evaluating ^Te& using the neutrino spectral1(En),
l2(En), which are63s away from the best-estimate neu-
trino spectrum@6#. Then, the 1s difference iss(^Te&)5
1
6@^Te(l

1)&2^Te(l
2)&#. Analogously, the 1s errors due to

the energy resolution uncertainties were estimated by reca
culating the spectra, and thuŝTe&, with s1051.160.33
MeV (63s), and dividing the total shift by six. A similar
procedure was adopted for determining the energy-scale e
ror. For the CC cross section uncertainty, we have attached
1s significance to the deviation obtained when the Ellis-
Bahcall CC cross sections were used instead of th
Kubodera-Nozawa CC cross sections, i.e.,s(^Te&)
5^Te(EB)&2^Te(KN) &.

Our standard estimate, forTmin55 MeV, is then

^Te&57.65860.025a60.011b60.029c60.024d

60.052e MeV,

57.6583~160.009! ~17!

where the errors (61s) are due to~a! statistics of 5000 CC
events,~b! difference between EB and KN cross sections,~c!
uncertainties in the neutrino spectrum,~d! energy resolution,
and ~e! the absolute energy calibration. The statistical erro
of the average is calculated, according to the central limi
theorem, assstat5AVar/NCC, where Var is the variance of
the standard distribution above threshold, Var
5(1.74 MeV)2.

The assumed uncertainty in the absolute energy scale, E
~10!, dominates the total error.

In the best-estimate calculation, the detection efficiency
eCC has been taken constant. A linear dependence ofeCC on
Te ~neglecting temporarily the distinction between measure
and true energies,Te andTe8) would modify the CC spectrum
as

1

NCC

dNCC

dTe
→

1

NCC

dNCC

dTe
S 11b

Te2^Te&

^Te&
D ~18!

and the average value as

^Te&→^Te&S 11b
Var

^Te&
2D , ~19!

whereb is the slope ofeCC5eCC(Te). A plausible variation
~or uncertainty! of eCC over the interval 5–15 MeV is a few
percent, say 3% for definiteness. This would correspond t
b50.023 and to a 0.12% variation of^Te&, comparable to

oil
ted
B
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TABLE IV. The energy threshold (Tmin) dependence of the deviationsj of the predictions with neutrino
oscillations from the standard predictions. The entries in the table,j(^Te&) andj(RCC/RNC), are in units of
standard deviations. The acronyms for the oscillation scenarios~SMA, LMA, VAC ! are the same as in Table
II. Uncertainties due to the backgrounds are neglected.

Tmin j(^Te&) j(RCC/RNC) Combined,j5Ax2

~MeV! SMA LMA VAC SMA LMA VAC SMA LMA VAC

4.0 3.8 0.1 11.0 16.6 19.2 19.7 18.3 19.8 25.4
5.0 3.1 0.0 10.0 15.7 18.5 18.6 17.5 19.5 25.1
6.0 2.4 0.0 7.8 14.6 17.4 17.0 17.4 19.2 23.9
7.0 1.7 0.0 5.4 12.5 15.3 14.3 15.8 17.9 20.7
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the smallest error shown in Eq.~17!. We conclude that un
certainties in the CC efficiency will not be an importa
source of error, if SNO performs as expected.

The characterization, Eq.~16!, of the spectrum given in
Eq. ~13! is the first~nontrivial! step in a complete descriptio
by a series of moments: the zeroth moment~the area!, the
first moment~the average!, the second moment~the vari-
ance!, and higher-order moments. In the present case,
zeroth moment is equal to unity by definition, and sm
variations in the shape of the spectrum affect primarily
average value. More sophisticated unbinned tests, such a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov~KS! test, may be useful to apply afte
the SNO Collaboration has estimated by empirical calib
tions the systematic errors in the experimental input qua
ties. One could then determine by Monte Carlo simulati
the distribution function for the KS statistic with an inferre
model for the systematic errors.

B. Standard model predictions for the CC/NC ratio

In Eq. ~15!, we have defined a charged- to neutral curr
ratio, RCC/RNC, which is independent of the average ab
lute values of the efficiencies but incorporates the efficien
induced errors.

The calculation of the standard value and61s errors for
RCC/RNC is done with the same logic as for^Te&. The final
result is

RCC

RNC
51.88260.058a60.010b60.008c60.009d60.034e

60.038f51.882~160.042!. ~20!

The individual contributions result from~a! statistics of 5000
CC events and 1354 NC events (eNC50.5), ~b! difference
between YHH and KN cross sections,~c! neutrino spectrum
~d! energy resolution,~e! energy scale, and~f! NC efficiency.

C. Correlation of errors

Some of the systematic errors affectinĝTe& and
RCC/RNC have the same origin and are correlated. In part
lar, a variation of the neutrino spectruml(En) causes both
^Te& andRCC/RNC to increase or decrease at the same ti
A variation of s10, the energy-resolution width, produc
instead opposite effects~anticorrelation!. Energy-scale error
are positively correlated.
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In Table I, we summarize the separate error componen
and their correlations. The correlation of the total errors
r50.32, is small because of accidental cancellations, but it
not entirely negligible. When the actual error budget fo
SNO is determined experimentally, the approximate cance
lation of the correlations may not be as strong.

V. COULD SNO PROVE THE OCCURRENCE
OF NEW PHYSICS?

In the previous section, we calculated the standard predi
tions for the CC shape and the CC/NC ratio,^Te& and
RCC/RNC, along with an estimate of the uncertainties from
errors that can be quantified prior to the operation of th
SNO detector. In this section, we show that the anticipate
uncertainties are sufficiently small to allow SNO to prove the
occurrence of new physics with a high degree of confidenc

A. Neutrino oscillations

We examine the implications of three representative sce
narios in which the solar neutrino problem is solved by neu
trino oscillations: the two~best-fit! Mikheyev-Smirnov-
Wolfenstein ~MSW! @42# solutions at small and at large
mixing angle ~SMA and LMA!, and the purely vacuum
~VAC! oscillation @43# solution ~see @44# and references
therein!.5

Figure 5 illustrates some of the principal differences
among the three oscillation scenarios and also shows that
of the oscillation solutions differ significantly from the stan-
dard model expectations~STD!. The survival probabilities
for electron-type neutrinos vary greatly among the oscillatio
scenarios, as can be seen clearly in Fig. 5~a!. The energy
spectrum of electron-type neutrinos at the Earth, shown
Fig. 5~b!, is affected strongly by oscillations. Figure 5~c!
represents the different CC electron recoil spectra that a
predicted for SNO, with the normalization: area51. Until the
neutral current is measured, the different recoil spectra mu

5The best-fit mass and mixing values (Dm2,sin22u) are taken from
@44#: (5.431026 eV2,7.931023) for small-angle MSW,
(1.731025 eV2, 0.69! for large-angle MSW, and
(6.0310211 eV2, 0.96! for vacuum oscillations. Numerical tables
of the oscillation probabilities for these best-fit scenarios were pre
pared by Krastev@44# and are available at the following URL:
http://www.sns.ias.edu/;jnb.
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5426 54JOHN N. BAHCALL AND ELIGIO LISI
be compared with the same normalization, as in Fig. 5~c!,
because we do not knowa priori the total number of
electron-type neutrinos that are created in the solar inter
Once the neutral current is measured, we can compare
different oscillation and no-oscillation scenarios in a mo
informative way. Figure 5~d! makes use of assumed mea
surements of the total neutral and charged-current rates
shows the standard electron spectra normalized to6 area5
NCC/NNC. A comparison of Figs. 5~c! and 5~d! makes clear
the importance of the neutral current measurement for in
preting the shape of the electron recoil spectrum.

Figure 6 shows the ratio of the normalized electron sp
tra after oscillation@as displayed in Fig. 5~c!# to the standard
spectrum. These ratios of spectra are approximately linea
energy. Therefore, the main effect of oscillations on the n
malized CC spectrum is to change the first moment of

6If we had normalized the area to the efficiency-independent ra
area5RCC/RNC , then the scale of the ordinate in Fig. 5~d! would be
decreased by a factor of 2, but the relative shapes would remain
same.

FIG. 5. Neutrino oscillation scenarios:~a! Survival probabilities
for oscillation test cases.~b! Effect of neutrino oscillations on neu-
trino spectrum at the Earth.~c! Effect of neutrino oscillations on
normalized electron spectrum at SNO. Area under curves51. ~d!
Effect of neutrino oscillations on electron spectrum at SNO. Ar
under curves5NCC/NNC . Labels: STD5standard~no oscillation!;
SMA5small-mixing angle ~MSW!; LMA5large-mixing angle
~MSW!; VAC5vacuum oscillation. See the text for details.
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energy distribution, i.e., the mean value^Te&. In Ref. @20#, it
is shown that the approximate linearity of the ratios of reco
energy spectra is a general feature of the resonant MS
effect. The representation of the spectral information by o
parameter^Te& is efficient because the ratios of spectra
shapes are approximately linear~i.e., are determined rather
well by just one parameter!.

B. Statistical analysis

For the three neutrino oscillation scenarios considered
the previous section, we calculate the observables^Te&,
RCC/RNC, and their distance, in units of standard deviation
from the standard predictions, Eqs.~17! and ~18!.

For each test, the distance is defined simply as

N~s!5~X2Xstandard!/sX,standard, ~21!

whereX5^Te&, RCC/RNC. In the combined tests, we have
calculated thex2 including the correlation of the total errors
~see Table I!, and defined N(s)5Ax2 @3#. When
N(s)@3, the physical interpretation is that the statistica
probability of the result under consideration is negligibl
small; the normal distribution presumably does not descri
the extreme tails of the probability distribution.

The expected deviations for different oscillation scenari
are shown in Table II.

The measurement of theRCC/RNC ratios is a powerful test
for occurrence of new physics; the three oscillation cases
each separated from the standard expectations by a dista
that is formally more than 15s @cf. comment above regard-
ing N(s)@3#.

tio,

the

ea

FIG. 6. Ratios of the normalized neutrino spectra for differe
oscillation scenarios. The normalized spectra are displayed in F
5~c!. Labels as in Fig. 5.
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The CC-shape test is less powerful. This is, of cours
expected for the large-angle MSW case, but is somew
surprising for the small-angle MSW case, that was genera
expected to be separated from the standard model expe
tions at a high confidence level@19,20#. The reason that the
significance level found here for the measurement of the C
shape is much less than previously calculated is that we h
included estimates for the systematic uncertainties. The s
tematic errors in measuring the CC shape may be twice
large as typical statistical errors~5000 CC events in our
case!, as evidenced in Table I. The statistical power of th
combined tests~CC shape and NC/CC! is dominated by the
measurement of the CC/NC ratio. The effect of the corre
tion of the errors is small but not entirely negligible.

Figures 7 and 8 display graphically the information con
tained in Tables I and II. In Fig. 7 we show the standa
predictions for ^Te& ~upper panel! and RCC/RNC ~lower
panel!, together with the separate and combined 3s errors.
The values of̂ Te& andRCC/RNC for the different oscillation
channels are also displayed. In Fig. 7~a!, the efficiency error
~labeled by a question mark! should be negligible if SNO
works as expected.

In Fig. 8 we show the results of the combined tests~cor-
relations included! in terms of iso-sigma contours in the
plane (̂ Te&,RCC/RNC), whereN(s)5Ax2. The three oscil-

FIG. 7. Values of the characteristic CC-shape variable, the a
erage energŷTe&, and of the CC/NC ratio,RCC/RNC , together
with 3s error bars. Uncertainties due to the backgrounds are n
glected. Labels as in Fig. 5.
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lation scenarios can be well separated from the standard case
but the vertical separation (RCC/RNC) is larger and dominat-
ing with respect to the horizontal separation (^Te&).

The error bars on the SMA point in Figs. 7 and 8 repre-
sent the range of values allowed at 95% C.L. by a fit of the
oscillation predictions to the four operating solar neutrino
experiments@44#; they are intended to indicate the effect of
the likely range of the allowed oscillation parameters.

The choice of̂ Te& as a characterization of the CC shape
is not unique.̂ Te& has been chosen because it is a single and
well-defined number~the first moment of the electron distri-
bution!, whose systematic uncertainties can be determined
independent of the event binning. If the measured electron
distribution at SNO has significant deviations of the second
moment~the variance!, or higher moments, from the stan-
dard expectations, then̂Te& may not be the optimal statisti-
cal estimator. If a more sophisticated statistical test is used to
test for nonstandard curvature in the spectrum, then the as
sessment of statistical significance will require a full Monte
Carlo simulation of SNO detector, with systematic effects
calculated by brute force.

C. Threshold dependences

All of the previous calculations were carried out assuming
a recoil energy thresholdTmin of 5 MeV. The actual value of

v-

e-

FIG. 8. Iso-sigma contours (s5Ax2) for the combined CC-
shape and CC/NC tests, for the representative oscillation case
shown in Fig. 5 and discussed in the text. Uncertainties due to the
backgrounds are neglected. For values of the iso-sigma distance
N(s)@3, the number of standard deviations is only a formal char-
acterization; the tail of the probability distribution is not expected to
be Gaussian for very large values ofN(s). Labels as in Fig. 5.
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5428 54JOHN N. BAHCALL AND ELIGIO LISI
Tmin that will be used will depend upon the observed
estimated backgrounds in the operating SNO detector.

Table III summarizes the dependence of^Te& and
RCC/RNC on the adopted energy threshold. We give valu
for the standard model and for the three exemplary osci
tion scenarios.

In Table IV we give the distances of the oscillation sc
narios from the standard predictions, in units of stand
deviations.

We see from Tables III and IV that the differences resu
ing from changing the threshold by61 MeV are not ex-
pected to be decisive for the SNO discovery potential. Ho
ever, the diagnostic power of the measurement of the sh
of the electron recoil energy spectrum would be significan
enhanced if the energy threshold were lowered. The sm
mixing angle MSW solution is 3.8s away from the standard
model prediction if the threshold is 4 MeV but is onl
2.4s away if the threshold is 6 MeV.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory has the potential
reveal new phenomena with a high level of confidence,
the detector must work well in order to discriminate amo
different physics options. The accurate calibration of the
solute energy scale, the energy-resolution width for elect
detection, and a high sensitivity for neutral current detecti
are especially important.

We have determined both the best-available-estimates
the uncertainties of three important neutrino-related in
quantities7 that will be needed in the analysis of the SN
data: the laboratory shape of the8B neutrino energy spec
trum, the charged-current neutrino absorption cross sect
and the neutral current dissociation cross section.

We have also estimated the effects on the tests of elec
flavor violation of five detector-related aspects: the ene
resolution, the absolute energy scale, the energy thresh
and the detection efficiencies of the charged-current eve
and of the neutral current events.

The principal uncertainties that affect the predictions a
shown in Table I and in Fig 7. For the measurement of
shape of the electron recoil energy spectrum, the largest
timated error is contributed by the uncertainty in the absol
energy scale, with significant additional errors arising fro
the energy resolution and from the shape of the8B neutrino
energy spectrum.

The systematic uncertainties reduce the power of SNO
detect new physics via the measurement of the shape o
recoil electron spectrum. For example, a previous analy
@20#, which considered only statistical errors, indicated tha
3s distinction between the standard model prediction a
the small-angle MSW solution would be possible with on
1800 CC events observed with the SNO observatory. T
same statistical-only analysis suggests that 5000 CC ev
would give more than an 8s distinction. With our adopted
estimates of the systematic uncertainties and 5000
events, we find that, instead of 8s, the standard model pre
diction and the best-fit small-angle MSW solution differ b

7Available at the following URL: http://www.sns.ias.edu/;jnb.
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only 3.1s, as judged bŷTe&. Even with zero statistical er-
ror, the difference between the standard model predictio
and the small-angle MSW solution would be only 3.3s. In-
deed, the systematic uncertainties begin to dominate the s
tistical uncertainties for this case after~less than! a year of
operation. The statistical significance can be improved b
;1s for the SMA solution if the variance of the spectrum as
well as^Te& are measured@41#. Fortunately, the shape of the
recoil spectrum predicted by vacuum neutrino oscillations i
distinctive and the difference between standard model phy
ics and vacuum oscillations represents, with our adopted u
certainties, a 10s distinction in the SNO detector.

The main information content of the measured shape o
the electron recoil spectrum can be summarized by evalua
ing the average recoil electron energy. For standard mod
physics, we find that the average electron kinetic energy
^Te&57.658(160.009) MeV, 1s total errors.

Figure 5~c! compares the normalized electron recoil spec
tra computed for the standard model, the LMA, the SMA
and the vacuum neutrino oscillation scenarios. The differ
ences in the positions of the peaks of the spectra shown
Fig. 5c are larger than the differences in^Te& given in Tables
II and III. Although, previous authors have shown similar
figures with error bars due only to the statistical fluctuation
assigned to individual bins, we refrain from showing erro
bars in Fig. 5~c! since the systematic errors will likely domi-
nate the statistical uncertainties and since systematic erro
are correlated from bin to bin.

There is not a one-to-one relation between the incomin
neutrino energy in the charged-current reaction and the e
ergy of the electron that is produced. Figure 2 shows, in fac
that there is a significant spread in electron recoil energie
for a specified neutrino energy. This result, unfortunately
contradicts the assumption of a one-to-one energy relatio
used by a number of authors@19,35# in describing potential
applications of SNO measurements.

The neutral current to charged-current event ratio is a se
sitive probe of lepton flavor violation. For standard mode
physics, we find a charged-to-neutral current ratio
RCC/RNC51.882(160.042), 1s total error.

The measurement of the absolute neutral current rate w
test directly the solar model prediction@25# of 3.220.5

10.6 SNU,
1s total error, for the8B neutrino flux. This test of solar
models is independent of uncertainties in the fundament
physics related to oscillations into active neutrinos.

The predictions of the three favored oscillation solutions
considered here~small-mixing and large-mixing MSW solu-
tions, and vacuum oscillations! are all separated by more
than 16s from the predictions of the standard model with no
lepton flavor violations, as shown in Table II and Fig. 8. The
combined test, shape of the electron recoil spectrum and r
tio of neutral current events to charged events, is, in ou
simulations, only slightly more powerful than the neutra
current to charged-current ratio alone.

An accurate measurement of the neutral current rate
essential in order to exploit the full potential for new physics
of the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory.

Are the conclusions about the statistical significance o
the flavor tests robust with respect to the SNO charged
current energy threshold? This question is answered
Tables III and IV. These two tables show that the discrimi
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natory ability of the SNO detector does not depend critica
upon the detection threshold for the CC reaction. Howev
lowering the threshold to 4 MeV would separate by t
shape measurement alone the small-mixing angle MSW
lution by 3.8s from the standard prediction, instead of th
3.1s that applies for a threshold of 5 MeV.

The relative insensitivity of the diagnostic power of SN
to the CC energy threshold suggests one possible strateg
dealing, especially in the initial stages of the experime
with the most troubling backgrounds. Without seriously a
fecting the discriminatory power of the CC to NC ratio~see
Tables III and IV!, the CC energy threshold for events bein
analyzed can be set sufficiently high, at 6 MeV or perha
even at 7 MeV, that no significant background contaminat
is plausible.

Are the absolute event rates for the CC events sensitiv
the assumed CC threshold? Table V gives the expected e
rates for different assumed thresholds and neutrino osc
tion scenarios. The range of expected event rates is abo
factor of 2 for CC thresholds from 4 MeV–7 MeV for th
standard model and for the SMA and LMA MSW solution
the variation is about 40% for the vacuum oscillations.

We have also varied the assumed value of the ene
resolution width at 10 MeV,s10. We find that a one-third
worsening of the energy resolutions10, which is defined by
Eq. ~8!, from the current best guess of 1.1 MeV–1.5 Me
decreases the difference between the standard model v
for ^Te& and the small-mixing angle~MSW! value from
3.1s to 2.8s.

The expected background level in SNO decrea
strongly with increasing energy@1#. Increasing the electron
energy threshold for the charged-current reaction, can
crease the fractional contribution of background events.

The principal lesson from Tables III and IV is that th
SNO experiment will provide a powerful diagnostic for ne
physics even if the observed backgrounds are somew
higher than expected.

We have varied the mass and mixing parameters of
small-mixing angle~MSW! case within the 95% C.L. limits
of the fit to the four operating experiments@44#. The differ-
ence between the standard value of^Te& and the value cal-
culated for the small-mixing angle solution varies betwe
3.160.6 standard deviations, depending on which values
adopts within the allowed MSW region.~Somewhat more
powerful discrimination can be achieved if both the disp
sion and the mean recoil energy are calculated@41#.! The
formal difference between the standard and the MSW va
of RCC/RNC is always within 15.761.6 standard deviations
at 95% C.L. Thus, the MSW solution at small-mixing angl
~SMA! can be tested with a high level of confidence with t

TABLE V. The CC event rates as a function of the CC ener
threshold and the neutrino oscillation solution.

Tmin STD SMA LMA VAC
~MeV! ~SNU! ~SNU! ~SNU! ~SNU!

4 6.9 2.3 1.6 1.4
5 6.0 2.0 1.3 1.3
6 4.8 1.7 1.1 1.2
7 3.5 1.3 0.8 1.0
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SNO experiment, although the information coming from the
CC shape might not be sufficient by itself.

We discuss in Appendix A the information that can be
gained from an overall test of the SNO detector using an
intense 8Li( b2) source. We calculate a theoretical
8Li( b2) spectrum and compare it with the available data.
We conclude that the existing data for the8Li( b2) spectrum
are not sufficient to permit an accurate test of the SNO de-
tector and that a new, laboratory experiment is required.

Appendix B discusses the extent to which^Te& is a good
statistical estimator of possible deviations in the CC electron
spectrum.

Finally, we must ask the following: How general are the
conclusions given in this paper? The method of analysis and
the discussion of the principal ingredients and their uncer-
tainties will be of use in considering how well SNO can test
potential new physics scenarios. We have evaluated the sen
sitivity of the likely operation of the Sudbury Neutrino Ob-
servatory to the MSW and vacuum neutrino oscillations that
best fit ~see @44#! the results of the four pioneering solar
neutrino experiments. The correct physical explanation may
differ from the oscillation solutions considered here. The
‘‘true’’ solution of the solar neutrino problems may involve,
for example, a distortion of the CC electron recoil spectrum
that is much more drastic than is implied by the oscillation
solutions considered here. In this case, the shape of the ele
tron recoil spectrum from the CC reaction might indicate
new physics that is not apparent by comparing the rates o
the CC and the NC reactions@35#. The analysis presented in
this paper is illustrative of the power of the SNO detector,
but specific, quantitative inferences depend upon what, if
any, new physics exists in the accessible domain.
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APPENDIX A: TESTING SNO BY MEASURING
IN SITU 8Li b DECAY

The SNO Collaboration plans to perform an overall test of
the experiment by measuring theb-decay spectrum of an
intense8Li source that will be placed in different locations in
the detector. The measurement by SNO of the8Li( b2) spec-
trum will be used as a demonstration that the results obtaine

gy
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for a known b-decay spectrum are consistent with tho
measured in the laboratory.

Figure 9 compares our calculated~see below! 8Li spec-
trum with the standard model electron spectrum from8B
solar neutrino CC absorption@reaction~1!#. The test is based
upon the fact that, despite the different physical proces
that are involved in the two cases, the electron spectra fr
8Li b decay and from8B solar neutrino absorption on deu
terium have somewhat similar shapes and cover essent
the same energy range~from 0–;13 MeV!. The spectra dis-
played in Fig. 9 are separately normalized to unity above
standard SNO threshold of 5 MeV and do not include broa
ening due to the finite energy resolution in the detector~or
other signatures of the SNO detector!.

We discuss in this appendix some of the things that can
learned from the8Li test. For background information, we
first summarize in Sec. A1 the relations between the8Li and
the 8B electron spectra. We then describe in Sec. A2 how
future precision laboratory measurement of the8Li spectrum
could be used, in conjunction with an SNO measuremen
the 8Li spectrum, to help determine characteristics of t
SNO detector.

1. Relations between the8Li and 8B spectra

The 8Li electron spectrum is produced by theb decay

8Li→8Be1e21 n̄e . ~A1!

FIG. 9. A comparison of the8Li b-decay spectrum and the
standard electron spectrum from8B neutrino absorption, as a func
tion of the electron kinetic energy above the standard SNO thre
old ~5 MeV!. The spectra shown are both theoretical: the effects
finite energy resolution are not included. The area under the cu
is normalized to unity.
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The CC electron spectrum, whose measurement is one of th
primary goals of SNO, is produced by a two-step reaction
(b decay followed by neutrino capture!:

8B→8Be1e11ne , ~A2a!

ne1d→p1p1e2. ~A2b!

All three of these reactions are different, but the interme-
diate 8Be states are the same in both8B ~reaction A2a! and
8Li ~reaction A1! decay. The8Be excited states are unstable
and break up into two alpha particles. As a consequence, the
shape of the8Li b2 spectrum@Eq. ~A2a!# and of the 8B
b1 spectrum@Eq. ~A2b!# deviate significantly from the stan-
dard allowed shape. The shape of the8B neutrino spectrum
and its uncertainties are affected as well~see@6# and refer-
ences therein!.

Measurements of the delayeda spectrum allow one to
determine the profile of the intermediate8Be state and thus
to calculate the deviations of the8Li electron, 8B positron,
and 8B neutrino spectra from their allowed shapes. The best-
estimated8B positron and neutrino spectra and their uncer-
tainties were discussed extensively in@6#.

In Fig. 10~a! we show our best estimate for the8Li( b2)
electron spectrum, together with its63s uncertainties. The
calculation that leads to Fig. 10~a! is similar to the calcula-

-
sh-
of
rves FIG. 10. ~a! Theoretical8Li spectrum and its 3s uncertainties.

~b! Experimental determinations of the8Li spectrum.~c! Experi-
mental data with an allowance for a linear recalibration of the en-
ergy. See the text for details.
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tion of the 8B(b1) spectrum performed in@6#, modulo dif-
ferent values for the radiative corrections, forbidden corre
tions, and Coulomb effects. The form factors entering t
forbidden corrections are, by isospin symmetry, the same
used for 8B(b1) @6#.

As discussed in Sec. II A, the 3s uncertainties shown in
Fig. 10~a! are related to a possible offsetb in the energy of
thea particles from8Be breakup:Ea→Ea1b. The value of
this offset affects, in particular, the calculated peaks of t
b1, b2, andn spectra in Eqs.~A1! and~A2!. The effective
3s uncertainty of the offsetb is estimated to be60.104
MeV @6#; this estimate includes theoretical errors.

There are at least three complementary experiments t
could help to reduce the offset uncertaintyb and thereby
make the prediction of the8B solar neutrino spectrum more
precise. The potential experiments are~1! a high-precision
measurement of thea spectrum from8Be breakup,~2! a
high-precision measurement of theb1 spectrum from8B
decay, and~3! a high-precision measurement of theb2 spec-
trum from 8Li decay. In all the three cases, dedicated lab
ratory experiments with a carefully calibrated spectrogra
would be needed.

The SNO detector is expected to have an uncertainty
the absolute energy calibration of;100 keV (1s), and,
therefore, probably cannot be used as a8Li spectrometer at
the level of precision needed to further constrainb.

2. The SNO response function:SSNO„Te8 ,Te…

In addition to an overall demonstration that the detector
working as expected, can one learn more about the char
teristics of SNO by studying the Li(b2) spectrum? The an-
swer is ‘‘yes, provided that a precision measurement of t
8Li( b2) spectrum is made with a laboratory spectrograph
If future laboratory experiments determine accurately t
8Li beta-decay spectrum, then the measurement with SNO
this same spectrum can be used to constrain possible sys
atic effects that apply in the energy range that is also relev
for 8B neutrino absorption.8

Specifically, one could use the following strategy. Le
lLi(Te8) be thetrue lithium spectrum as a function of thetrue
electron energyTe8 . Suppose, as a first approximation, tha
this spectrum is known with ‘‘infinite’’ precision as a resul
of an error-free laboratory spectrographic measurement:

l lab
Li .lLi. ~A3!

Then, the lithium spectrum measured in the SNO detec
lSNO
Li will be given by a convolution oflLi(Te8) with the

SNO response function,SSNO(Te8 ,Te), whereTe is themea-
suredelectron kinetic energy andTe8 is the true electron en-
ergy. Thus,

lSNO
Li ~Te!5E lLi~Te8!•SSNO~Te8 ,Te!dTe8 . ~A4!

8The theoretical8Li spectrum in Fig. 10~a! is affected by signifi-
cant shape uncertainties~dotted lines! and is not a valid substitute
for a high-precision laboratory measurement.
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In our notation@see Eq.~13!#, the SNO response function
can be written as the product of the energy resolution and t
CC detection efficiency:

SSNO~Te8 ,Te!5R~Te8 ,Te!•eCC~Te8!. ~A5!

Therefore,SSNO(Te8 ,Te) depends on three parameters: th
energy resolution widths10 @Eq. ~8!#, the absolute energy
scale errord @Eq. ~9!#, and the slope of the CC efficiency
function b @Eq. ~18!#. ~Of course, other free parameters
could be eventually introduced to modelSSNO more accu-
rately.! OncelLi and lSNO

Li are experimentallydetermined,
one can use Eq.~A4! to fit the parameters of the SNO re-
sponse functionSSNO which describes the spectral distortion
effects induced by the detector. Since the SNO detector w
also be calibrated with more traditional techniques~e.g., with
g rays of known energy!, the determination of the free pa-
rameters inSSNO will be overconstrained. The experimenta
overdetermination ofSSNO will limit the effects of unknown
systematic errors. Moreover, the comparison of the fitted p
rameter values with those estimated by Monte Carlo simul
tions will provide further consistency checks.

In practice, one has to take account of uncertainties in t
spectrum that are measured in the laboratoryl lab

Li in order to
infer the true spectrumlLi. The corrections will depend on
the response function of the laboratory spectrographSlab:

l lab
Li ~Te!5E lLi~Te8!•Slab~Te8 ,Te!dTe8 . ~A6!

The response functionSlab must be known with a preci-
sion higher than what one hopes to achieve for the over
SNO response functionSSNO. Any uncertaintydSlab, in the
laboratory response function, will be propagated toSSNO.

Are the available laboratory data on the Li(b2) decay
sufficiently good that their uncertainties would not introduc
large errors in the SNO response function if determined v
Eq. ~A4!? Unfortunately, the answer is ‘‘no.’’

In Fig. 10~b! we show the published data from@45# and
@46#, which are superimposed on the theoretical spectrum
~We have taken the data at face value and made no attemp
deconvolve resolution effects.! The agreement of the data
with themselves and with the theoretical spectrum is unsa
isfactory. In Fig. 10~c!, theb kinetic energies of each data
set are linearly transformed,Tb→ATb1B, so that the two
~renormalized! experimental spectra match each other and
the theoretical spectrum. A good fit by eye@Fig. 10~c!# is
obtained with parameters:A50.94, B50.45 MeV for the
data of Ref.@45# andA51.06,B520.2 MeV for the data of
Ref. @46#. The results of these transformations suggest th
true spectrumlLi cannot be inferred from the available data
with a precision better than a few hundred keV in the energ
scale. This uncertainty is much larger than the expected~1%!
accuracy of the calibrated SNO energy scale.

A new, precision laboratory measurement of th
8Li( b2) spectrum is needed.

APPENDIX B: STATISTICS OF LINEAR DEVIATIONS
FROM THE STANDARD SPECTRUM

We state in the text that the average value of the electr
kinetic energy^T& is a good statistical estimator oflinear
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deformations of the recoil spectrum. What we mean by th
claim is that ^T& contains most of the information abou
spectral deformations, especially if the deformations a
small.

In this appendix we show heuristically the basic correc
ness of the above statement in two simple but representa
cases, purely statistical errors and a single dominant syste
atic error. More precisely, we show in Eq.~B8! ~statistical
error! and Eq.~B9! ~systematic error! that, for a linear spec-
tral deformation, thex2 associated with deviations of^T& is
approximately equal to thex2 obtained by binning the ob-
served spectrum in a histogram. However, if there are seve
comparable systematic errors, or if the deviation is nonline
significant additional information may be obtained from th
higher moments@41#.

The arguments given below are in the spirit of a ‘‘phys
cist’s proof’’ rather than a mathematical theorem. We no
that for probability distributions with long tails the analysi
in terms of moments may not be appropriate. Fortunately,
spectrum of electron recoil energies does not have patholo
cally long tails so this last remark does not apply in the ca
we are considering.

Let r(T) be theexpectednormalized electron recoil spec-
trum @*dTr(T)51#, with average kinetic energŷT& and
variances2. Let r8(T) be theobservednormalized spec-
trum, with average energŷT&8. In the hypothesis of a per-
fectly linear spectral deformation, one can always write

r8~T!

r~T!
511b

T2^T&

^T&
, ~B1!

whereb is a slope parameter. Then, the shift in the avera
energy is given by

D^T&[^T&82^T&5b
s2

^T&
, ~B2!

and itsx2 statistic simply reads

x^T&
2 5S D^T&

s^T&
D 2, ~B3!

wheres^T& is the total error affecting9 ^T&.
For purely statistical errors,s^T&

2 5s2/N by the central
limit theorem, whereN is the total number of observed elec
trons. From Eqs.~B2! and ~B3!, one has

9Notice from Eq.~B2! thatD^T& andb are in one-to-one corre-
spondence, so that a determination of the shift in the average ene
^T& is equivalent to a determination of the slope ofr8(T)/r(T)
with the same fractional accuracy, and vice versa. The observab
D^T& andb are interchangeable for a linear spectral distortion. W
preferD^T& because the average kinetic energy is well defined a
in the case of a nonlinear distortion, whileb is not.
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x^T&
2 5b2

s2

^T&2
N ~statistics dominated!. ~B4!

A single small, purely systematic error~such as the un-
certainty in the8B neutrino spectrum shape or in the abso-
lute energy calibration! also produces, in first order, a linear
deformation of the expected recoil spectrum. The spectral
distortion can thus be represented as an uncertaintysb of the
slope parameterb. Then, from Eq.~B2!, the propagated error
on ^T& is s^T&5sbs2/^T&, and one has from Eqs.~B2! and
~B3!:

x^T&
2 5

b2

sb
2 ~systematic dominated!, ~B5!

as would be expected intuitively.
Let us divide now the spectra inn bins of widthDTi :

r[$r i ,DTi% i51, . . . ,n and r8[$r i8 ,DTi% i51, . . . ,n , with
( ir iDTi5( ir i8DTi51. Then, the shift in the height of the
i th bin associated to the linear deformation in Eq.~B1! is

Dr i[r i82r i5r ib
Ti2^T&

^T&
, ~B6!

whereTi is the average value ofT in the i th bin.
If counting statistics dominates the errors, the fractional

uncertainty s i /r i of the i th bin height is s i /r i
51/ANr iDTi , and the totalx2 of the histogram differences,
xhist
2 5( i(Dr i /s i)

2, is easily derived:

xhist
2 5b2

ŝ2

^T&2
N, ~B7!

whereŝ25( ir iDTi(Ti2^T&)2 is just a discretized estimate
of the variances2, and, therefore,ŝ2.s2. One gets the
desired proof by comparing Eqs.~B4! and ~B7!:

xhist
2 .x^T&

2 ~statistics dominated!. ~B8!

If systematic errors dominate, the corresponding analysis
of a binned spectrum is somewhat trickier. Let the error be
represented by an overall uncertaintysb of the slope param-
eterb. From Eq.~B6!, this uncertainty propagates to an error
s i5sbr i(Ti2^T&)/^T& of the i th bin. The formula
xhist
2 5( i(Dr i /s i)

2 naively ~and incorrectly! applied to this
case would givexhist

2 5nb2/sb
25nx^T&

2 , with x^T&
2 given by

Eq. ~B5!. However, a systematic shift in the slopeb pro-
duces completely correlated bin errors: corr(i , j )51. There-
fore, only one out then bin residuals is independent, and the
‘‘effective’’ number of bins to be considered in thex2 is10 1,
so thatxhist

2 5b2/sb
2 and

rgy

les
e
so

10The reader more experienced in statistical analyses may have
noticed that, in this case, the square error matrix including the error
correlations would have rank 1 and notn, signaling that only one
bin error is independent.
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xhisto
2 5x^T&

2 ~systematics dominated!. ~B9!

Equations~B8! and~B9! show that, if the errors are domi-
nated by statistics or by a single systematic uncertainty,
m

J

.
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use of the integrated variable^T& is as informative as a spec-
trum histogram, provided that the spectral deformations a
linear inT.
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